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Critical Power Solutions 

Xtreme Power designs, engineers, and services UPS 

systems ranging from 350VA to 60kVA available in 

standby, line interactive, online, and isolated online 

topologies. Power distribution units ranging from 

basic, to smart, to configurable power distribution, 

our power distribution solutions meet the needs of 

virtually any  application.  Designing and choosing 

the right product for 

your application is easy 

with Xtreme’s online 

UPS selector tool. 

 

Servicing Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison and the 

greater Midwest, Devine180 is a manufacturers rep 

firm focused on the security and life safety industry. 

Our organization is a full service sales and marketing 

agency who adds value to the sales process while 

amplifying the global marketing efforts of our 

manufacturing partners. Our group carries a portfolio  

of synergetic products which require a high level of 

technical and product knowledge. We spends almost 

100% of our time face-to-face with customers, 

engaged in either sales or operational activities. 

 

We look forward to the opportunity to server you!   

UPS System from 350VA to 60kVA 

Amazing Prices 

Better Customer Service 

Powerful Charger for Extended Runtimes 

Three Year Warranty 
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High Performance Illuminators 

For Video Security Applications  

Raytec LED illuminators are designed to help any 

video surveillance system deliver the very best 

performance at night.  

VARIO2 IP i16 & w16 illuminators; our most powerful 

IP illuminators ever.  The new products combine the 

power and distance of our largest illuminators, with 

the smart network capability.  

Controlling illuminators individually or in groups, 

users can create dynamic lighting systems to deliver 

the perfect level of light. 

 

A Wireless Lockset Revolution 

Proxess manufacturers multiple solutions to fit your 

locking needs. Choosing intelligent locking systems  

to replace standard mechanical locksets is an 

affordable access control solution including audit 

trails, time schedules and remote rekey. By adding 

Network-On-Card solution, off-line locks can be 

updated automatically without the need of on-site 

system administration to make changes. Proxess’ 

unique BLE hub network allow virtual on-line 

communication on-demand enabling system 

lockdown and other unique features.    
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One Unified Solution for Access Control 

Protege WX is an out-of-the-box, all-in-one system 

that is quick to set up and intuitive to use. Simply 

unpack the box, connect the controller and power 

supply, launch your web browser. The wizard-driven 

interface guides you through the process to 

configure your system, giving you a cost effective 

fully functional access control and intrusion 

detection solution. The modular hardware design 

allows you to scale your system as your requirements 

change. Start with the controller or choose one of 

the cost-effective starter kits, then add optional 

accessories as and when you need them.  

Sony’s New SNC-EMX Series Include 5MP  

The EMX Series was introduced by Sony just weeks 

ago at ISC-West. Included in the EMX Series  cameras 

are three new 5MP IP network cameras. The EMX 

Series cameras include; EVA advanced analytics and 

H.264 & H.265 smart codecs. high-quality automatic 

varifocal lens provides 3–10-mm focal length. Wide 

dynamic range technology ensures evenly exposed 

video footage, even in harshly lit  high-contrast 

scenes where ordinary cameras struggle to 

accommodate bright highlights and dark shadow 

detail. Store up to 2 TB of local alarm recording on an 

optional microSD card.  
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Frictionless Facial Authentication  

StoneLock GO delivers a trusted  frictionless & 

revolutionary approach to secure facial 

authentication. Providing scalability, versatility, 

extended capture range and speed. Support up to 

20,000 face-only users. Next generation technology 

brings confidence to securing the enterprise in a 

credential free environment. The new stylish GO 

product supports simultaneous multi-face and body 

tracking. Facial recognition up to 54" away from the 

device and up to 130° in both vertical and horizontal 

directions makes this solution fully ADA compliant.  

Genesis LED EG1 Series Notification Devices 

Genesis LED EG1 Series horns and LED strobes 

feature a sleek low profile design and energy-

efficient technology that makes them less expensive 

to install and operate by reducing overhead. High 

performance LEDs require fewer circuits and power 

supplies. These new appliances are designed with 

energy-efficiency and life safety in mind. Field-

configurable sound output levels provide the 

flexibility modern life safety projects demand, while 

the Genesis LED control protocol keeps multiple 

strobes on compatible NAC circuits synchronized to 

well within NFPA 72 requirements.  
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Hardened Industrial Network Switches 

The reliability of advanced IP-based networks and 

products have allowed the security industry to take 

advantage of innovations to dramatically improve 

capabilities and flexibility. However, reaping these 

benefits requires the deployment of networking 

equipment in challenging environmental conditions. 

Equipment used in remote industrial applications 

must be designed with power supplies that work 

reliably and must protect against power spikes and 

poor-quality power. The WPR series has been 

specifically designed to overcome complications and 

limitations associated with industrial IT and 

hardened networking solutions.  

The Guardian -  Shooter Detection System   

Incorporating the world’s finest acoustic gunshot 

identification software with infrared gunfire flash 

detection to produce the highest performing, fully 

automatic, and most accurate gunshot detection 

technology available today with ZERO false alerts 

when every second counts. SDS has partnered with 

most of the industries leading manufacturers of VMS, 

Access Control and Mass Notification technologies to 

offer a direct integration. The Guardian System is 

certified by US and UK Government authorities and 

trusted by our customers across the globe.  
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Ocularis 5.7 Video Management System 

Ocularis is a scalable video management solution 

which can be utilized in small single site locations or 

deployed in large demanding multi-site enterprise 

applications. Ocularis is the most user-friendly open 

architecture VMS. Response times means everything. 

Ocularis improves site-to-site capabilities and 

communications with powerful features like push 

video feeds to remote 

displays and advanced 

centralized management.   

 

New NFDCloud For Enterprise 

Rasilient’s patent-pending NFDCloud is a reliable                  

vms-agnostic, open-platform cloud video surveillance 

system suited for mutli-branch enterprises with 

surveillance cameras in each branch. NFDLink enables 

the use of commonly available broadband or wireless 

services to send video recordings in a VMS-agnostic 

system supporting all available VMS.  Get significantly 

lower purchase, CAPEX and OPEX costs through 

storage consolidation for NVR/DVRs. Get unmatched 

reliability and performance with video class hard 

drives designed for the intense demands of 

surveillance.  

 


